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What we must 
cover in this 
session:

• Financial Impact of 2021

• Standards of documentation change

• The hum you're hearing about incident-to and split shared and what we DON’T know

• New vs. Established Patients in 2021

• Time & MDM
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Why has 2021 created Risk?

Financial Impact of 2021 Itself is a Driving 
Compliance Concern
• The Conversion Factor (CF) is a dollar amount that is multiplied by the RVU to convert the 

RVU value into a fee.
• 2016 $ 35.8043
• 2017 $ 35.8887
• 2018 $ 35.9996
• 2019 $ 36.0391
• 2020 $ 36.0896
• 2021 $ 34.8931 -3.3% CUT

• But RVUs were increased
• Surgical 4.9%
• E&M 12.1%

• Slide information courtesy of Frank Cohen
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Net Impact for 2021!

Re-birth of the SOAP 
Note?

• 2021 may bring the SOAP Note concept back to the 
primary documentation guide for providers

• Documentation that focuses on the patient interaction

• OR

• Did teaching our providers how to take the OLD 
components and blend with them into the NEW 
guidelines backfire? 
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New Concept for 2021

D     DESCRIPTION

O     OBJECTIVE

G     GAME PLAN Offense- Testing & Review, etc…
Defense- RX, Surgery, Hospital, etc…

The Audit Plan
The nuts and bolts
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2021 Audit Plan 
Changes

• Budget changes- YES, but do 
not eliminate your audit!

• Audit considerations for 2021:
• Sample size adjustments?
• Modify Precision Rating 

requirements?
• Audit frequency?
• Elimination of E&M services 

from audit samples?

Why, What, When, & 
Who?

• Why: Compliance, Revenue, OIG 
says so!

• What: 5-10-20 Encounters (industry 
expectation) although Federal 
Register says as few as 5

• When: Annually

• Who: All providers
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Type of Audit

• Retrospective & Prospective

• Third party & Internal

• Evaluation and Management & 
Procedural

• Compliance & Revenue

Audit Outcomes
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Q&A Session to Help
When questions arise, we sometimes see how the edges of compliance begin to fray. 

Let’s review some scenarios and consider compliance risk or concerns in each

Does the time I spend dictating to my scribe count 
toward the total time on the day of the encounter?
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I prefer to time based on my patient base as they are typically 
complex patients. 

If on the date of the encounter, I call another a provider and 
they do not call me back to until the next day- could I addend 

the note and add this time?

Will I be flagged for never using MDM based E&M services?

Should we start having our 
NP’s room their own 

patient’s so we can include 
that in the total time on the 

date of the encounter?
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Can I include the 
time of 
completing 
disability forms?

Is it required to document a start/end time along with the details of what was 
done during the reported total time?
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Do we go by 
time or MDM?

Telemed visits default to 
time of the call. At times 
MDM may be higher but 
the time is clearly on the 
note.

What about the 
additional time of the use 

of the translator?
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Questions to Consider
In the criteria for the data element, is the 
independent historian requirement met for use of a 
translator?

If I fax another provider about the 
patient, can I count this as discussion 

with another provider?
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Do I have to say on my 
note if I am coding 

using time or MDM?

Based on what I have heard 
about the changes, it sounds 
like I am under-coding 
because I do almost all level 3 
new patients… 

So, Should I be worried if I 
start coding many of them as 
level 4s because of payers 
analyzing my utilization?
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Do I really have to change anything I am doing? 

Can I code a higher 
level if I keep 
documenting 

comprehensive hx 
and exam? 
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Is their a definition of prescription drug management?

Can you give 
me a chart to 
simplify code 
selection during 
my busy clinic?

CPT Code Presenting Problem Patient Management

Level 3
99203 

or
99213

Acute Uncomplicated
Chronic Stable

OTC Med
RX Medication
Physical Maneuver
Office Based Procedure
Decision for Surgery with or without risks
SDOH impacting Diagnosis/Treatment
Emergency Surgery
Decision regarding hospitilization

Level 4
99204

or
99214

Acute Complicated
Chronice Exacerbated

2+ Chronic Stable
Undiagnosed New Problem

Office Based Procedure with risk
Decision for Surgery with or without risks
SDOH impacting Diagnosis/Treatment
Emergency Surgery
Decision regarding hospitilization

Level 5
99205

or
99215

Chronic Severe Exacerbation
Acute or Chronic Problem 

Posting Threat to Life or Bodily 
Function

Emergency Surgery
Decision regarding hospitilization
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How do I know when to count 
ordering or reviewing a test?

Recently, I saw a 
patient as second 
opinion. The chart 
included notes and 
testing, so do I get 

to count both when 
scoring this review?
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How severe does the 
undiagnosed new problem 
with uncertain prognosis 
need to be?

How do I document the patient is 
not "at treatment goal" to support 

the higher level of service?
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Questions?
Shannon O. DeConda

Corporate Location: Knoxville, TN

Physical Location: Merritt Island, FL

P: 1-877-418-5564  F: 1-865-531-0722

Web: www.NAMAS.co        

Email: sdeconda@drsmgmt.com 33
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